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Key features

Stone house

Private garden

Huge terrace

Private parking space

Open view

Attributes

 Garden

 Refurbished

Ref: 6V42
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1 *Prices are subject to change, pound sterling price is converted using Bank of England exchange rates
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Description

This charming property is located in Chiusavecchia that is the perfect example of the West Riviera countryside: full of olive groves, rich of natural beauty and with fine
typical restaurants to enjoy.Townhouse with private garden and huge terrace for sale in Chiusavecchia. The Liguria offers a high quality of life with ample
opportunities for outdoor activities and it's famous for the suggestive landscapes. This makes it an attractive destination for those seeking a peaceful and healthy
lifestyle. There are several suggestive properties in the countryside, including a charming townhouse to be renovated for sale in Chiusavecchia.This is a historic stone
house for sale, the property offers a private garden and huge terrace with stunning views of the surrounding countryside. Living in a peaceful village just 15 minutes
from the sea, in a charming property, provides a unique experience to enjoy..The property includes all the stone building and the townhouse for sale is divided currently
into two apartments with their own entrance and outside spaces. There is also an attic that could boasts the potential of this property. The townhouse needs a
renovation and could be also a lovely B&B in the cozy countryside.The west Riviera in Liguria offers an excellent quality of life with many opportunities for outdoor
activities, hiking and the possibility to enjoy the best food and wine, excellence of the territory.
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